
UHS-2 SoniXs®

Strapping Machine

Application: Load Secure 

The UHS-2 SoniXs® is a high-performance, low 
maintenance side seal strapping machine designed 
to strap large packages and shipping units. The head 
and track frame can be tilted back to allow for easel 
style assembly, while its high tension capability makes 
it a great solution for heavier and hard to secure 
packages. Mosca’s proprietary SoniXs® ultrasonic 
sealing technology creates a reliable, strong seal 
with increased cycle life, no warm up required, 
reduced cleaning and preventive maintenance. 

KEY FEATURES

A TRACK
SIZE

Up to 
3150mm

Fully 
Automatic

Standard 
6 Sealer

BPM

Up to 15
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PRODUCTION RATE Up to 15 bundles per minute

PRODUCT SIZE
12” min. (Brush guide option 
recommended when packages are 
significantly smaller than track opening.)

TRACK SIZE

Spring gate tracks:
900mm - 3150mm W x 1000mm - 
3000mm H in 250mm increments. 
(Other sizes on request)

ELECTRICAL  200-575V, 50/60 hz, 3 ph

CONVEYOR HEIGHT
Standard: 8.75” - 24” 
(Via adjustment screw. No special 
parts or tools required)

STRAPPING
SoniXs® sealer runs PP or PET strap 
9mm-12mm 750 Lb strength

STRAP TENSION  Infinitely adjustable up to 450 Lbs.

STRAP SEAL
SoniXs® ultra sonic seal, with DC 
brushless direct drive motor

SEAL LOCATION Side Seal

MACHINE SHIPPING 
WEIGHT

Approx. 1200 Lbs.

CASTERS Fixed feet

ADDITIONAL 
OPTIONS

• Brush Guides (to keep strap 
centered and twist free when 
small packages are used)

Additional Features
• Cantilevered head may be positioned up to 14” inside 

conveyor rails to accommodate package positioning. 
• Tracks can be tilted up to 20° to combine with 

easel style assembly/packing processes. 
• Free standing strap dispenser can be in-

line with the strapper or oriented at right 
angles to reduce machine footprint.

• Operated with footswitch, pushbutton, or automatically 
via signal exchange with an external system controller.
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Please visit our website for more information about Mosca’s 
SoniXs® technology.


